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1. Introduction. Let F denote a Galois field of order q and odd characteristic
p, and let a, b, a, b (i 1, t) denote elements of F such that al a, 0
and such that exactly s of the elements b are 0 where 1 _< s _< t. In this
paper we wish to find the number Ns.,(a, b) of common solutions in F of the
equations,

X(1.1) ax - - a

blxl - % bx.
This problem ws considered in the special cse s in [3] where explicit

formulas for N,(a, b) were found. The method of that pper made lvish
use of Gussin sums. In the present pper we gin mke use of exponential
sums, but only quite sparingly. More precisely, we require only two formal
properties of Gaussin sums i F (see Remark 2, 2) and these re used merely
to reduce the problem of the pper to the special cses for which s _< 3. These
cses re treated by rithmeticl methods in 3, nd complete nd explicit
ewlution of Ns.(a, b) is obtained in Theorem 2. The only dditionl tool
needed is the Jordn-Dickson formula for the number of solutions of quid-
rtic equation in F.

In 4 we apply the results of the preceding section to the following geometrical
questions" () determination of the number of hyperplnes contained in the
complement of qudric in n iine spce bsed on F, (b) establishment of
criteri for qudric to meet hyperplne in projective spce with F s bse
field, (c) characterization of the "sum-ltering" ffine transformations on the
set of vectors for which given quadratic form ssumes fixed wlue of F.

2. Trigonometric sums and reduction of the problem. For an element a of
F place

t(a) a -- a + - a-and define e(a) exp (2-it(a)/p). The function e(a) is n additive character
of F into the multiplictive group of the complex field. For rbitrry a, b
in F put

S(a, b) e(ax + 2bx),
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